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The modern SD-WAN
advantage
Even if you run an SD-WAN today,
it’s time to check what’s new
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Solving the remote access riddle in the work-anywhere era
The world of IT has changed - and it is still changing. Work-from-home has become work-from-anywhere, security
has rocketed up the enterprise agenda, SaaS applications and cloud services are in use everywhere, and over it all,
IT departments face static or slow-growing budgets and significant skills shortages.
Against that backdrop, has your network infrastructure kept up? It's a particularly pertinent question in relation to
your SD-WAN, given that work has become even more distributed. And answering it meaningfully doesn't just
require taking a step back to consider how use cases and requirements have evolved, but also having a proper look
at what's been going on in the technology space to ensure you're taking full advantage of what's on offer today.
This document is designed to help with this. Our aim is not to teach you stuff you already know, but to give you a
framework within which you can get your thoughts straight, objectively assess where you are, and move forward
with confidence.

If you thought you knew what an SD-WAN can do, check again
One of the challenges with infrastructure is it’s a bit like furniture: after a while you stop noticing it, until it breaks
or you hurt yourself on it. So it is with SD-WANs - the first generation brought low cost connectivity, but could be
tricky to manage and inflexible once you tried to go beyond the basics, so many users didn’t bother trying.
Today’s next-generation SD-WANs can offer much more - if you know what to look for. Here’s a few examples of
what makes a next-generation SD-WAN truly modern - and why it matters:

Cloud-enabled
deployment

Systems that offer zero-touch provisioning (ZTP), and handle
deployment, monitoring and management via the cloud can greatly
simplify both implementation and subsequent daily operations.

Smart
troubleshooting

A next-generation SD-WAN automates problem remediation as much
as possible, for example using AI-type technology to spot trouble early,
and suggest or automatically apply appropriate fixes.

Multiple platform
support

As a software solution, a modern SD-WAN can run across multiple
platforms, including existing or new hardware, public clouds, software
appliances and bare metal, not be tied to a limited set of options.

Flexible security
choices

A modern SD-WAN can integrate with a variety of security options.
For example, the popular SASE (secure access service edge) scheme is
an SD-WAN augmented with secure service edge (SSE) technology.

High performance

Using broadband and the Internet cuts cost but also adds contention
and risk. Smart SD-WAN solutions are session-based and multi-path,
yielding higher performance, instant fail-over and high availability.

Complexity vs
ease of use

The combination of deeper and more complex functionality with cloudenabled and automated management can bring ease of use and a
better experience to administrators and users alike.

It’s all about making the network more intelligent and autonomous
Going software-defined, by moving the control logic that drives the underlying hardware into a discrete software
layer that’s more programmable and visible, plus easier to configure and secure, was only the start. The next step
was to take that configurability and visibility and add the smarts to make it adaptive and self-managing.
The result is a new generation of SD-WANs that is significantly more open, dynamic and intelligent. Not only can
these SD-WANs adapt in real-time to pick the best path from multiple options, and reduce the admin workload by
operating largely autonomously, but they can integrate security policy, traffic management and much more.
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Ensure your thinking and awareness are up to date
Modern SD-WANs address a wider range of use cases and problems
Whatever you’re running now to connect to remote offices and workers, such as hub-and-spoke IPsec VPNs,
WAN optimisation technology or even a first-generation SD-WAN, it’s likely that you still have problems. Maybe
your administrators are overworked, say, or your users can’t get work done on time, or your plans to support
evolving future technologies and requirements are being delayed and disrupted.
It is crucial then to appreciate how much SD-WANs have evolved, and how their capabilities have expanded and
grown to meet today’s networking and security needs and challenges. In particular, the next generation of SDWANs is considerably more than just an upgraded network management system, and there are real business
benefits to how it improves service quality, network security and user experience, while reducing cost, complexity
and the everyday administrative workload.
With that in mind, let’s look at some of the network challenges that your organisation may very well face, and how
they can be addressed with the right modern SD-WAN technology.

Inadequate
edge security

Poor SaaS user experience
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and sound
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Tedious fault finding and
performance optimisation

SD-WAN
challenges and
solutions

Complex and timeconsuming management
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Luckily, that makes it an ideal job for AI,
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Building the business case: your modern SD-WAN appraisal
Could your organisation justify and benefit from an SD-WAN update or refresh? And if it could, how will you, as
the IT leader or planner responsible, both pick the right technology options and build a business case for the
‘internal sell’?
To help with that, we have prepared a checklist of issues to consider. First, the business problems or challenges
that an SD-WAN refresh can address, and then some items relating to how you frame your technology choices.
Hint: If you tick “Major problem” or “Needs attention” at least two or three times in the first section, and ‘Yes’ or
‘Maybe’ at least three times in the second section, it’s probably time to reconsider your SD-WAN options.

How do you rate these problems and needs?
Business challenges

Major
problem

Needs
attention

Not a
worry

Yes

Maybe

No

Our remote users are unhappy with performance,
reliability and response times
Public cloud and SaaS access is adversely affecting
our corporate bandwidth usage and costs

Security and regulatory compliance fears are growing
around the continued use of home WiFi
Supporting remote and hybrid working consumes
excessive amounts of the IT team’s time
We lack visibility into our WAN, its performance and
cost, and what our users are using it for
Technical choices
We need anywhere-to-anywhere connectivity for
flexibility and scale, rather than fixed tunnels
The growth in remote and hybrid work means we
need more integrated security at the network edge
We need more network automation and self-driving
capabilities, including AI, to reduce the IT workload
The ability to re-use existing infrastructure and
protect our investments is important
We also have (or need to have) a SASE and/or
zero-trust network access project underway
We need cloud-enabled deployment, provisioning,
monitoring and management
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About Freeform Dynamics
Freeform Dynamics is an IT industry analyst firm. Through our research and insights, we aim to help
busy IT and business professionals get up to speed on the latest technology developments, and make
better-informed investment decisions.
For more information, please visit www.freeformdynamics.com.

About Juniper Networks
Juniper Networks challenges the inherent complexity that comes with networking in the multicloud era.
We do this with products, solutions and services that transform the way people connect, work and live.
We simplify the process of transitioning to a secure and automated multicloud environment to enable
secure, AI-driven networks that connect the world.
For more information, please visit www.juniper.net.
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